
So you want to be a Creative?

Choosing Art at GCSE



Believe it or not 

everything you have 

learnt about 

creativity in your Art 

lessons has also 

been preparing you 

for GCSE….



Being a Creative

It’s about making cool stuff and 
showing it to the world…



The Art Show

Exhibiting your creative work is integral to 

the whole process.



The Art Show



So how is the course structured?



The “exam” is very unlike exams in other subjects – students do 75% of their work in normal lessons in the 8 

weeks of prep time before the exam. The exam itself is really 10 hours of controlled time in the students’ 
normal classroom environment, under exam conditions. This is making time – there are no facts to remember, 

nor any new unseen questions to answer.



What next?

• A level – we run a successful A level Art & Design course

• Plymouth College of Art – several students each year choose to 

pursue Art full time post-16 and choose a course at PCA



Careers - Where do our students end up?

Illustration

Web Design

Advertising

Film and Television

Interior Design

Fine Art

Portrait Photography

Set Design

Architecture

Video Game Development

Costume design



Your Experience

Ultimately lessons are about one thing – to learn how to 

think and act like a Creative.

Yes you will need to learn lots of new skills and deepen 

your practice in those skills you already have.

Yes you will have support from expert teaching and 

technical staff with a wide body of skills and experience.

Yes you will be working in a relaxed, easy flowing and 

communicative environment.

But at the core of this is a constant challenge – to take 

ownership of your own creative process and make 

amazing work that you can proudly exhibit and share. It is 

hard work that requires resilience and courage at times. 

But you will remember what you create for the rest of 

your life.



So you want to be a Creative?

Then join us - Choose GCSE Art ☺


